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If there’s one word to describe what Constellation Brands achieved in fiscal 2018, it’s
“momentum.” Our powerhouse portfolio of brands extended our Total Beverage Alcohol
(TBA) growth leadership position, won an impressively long list of awards and accolades,
and delivered record EPS and operating cash flow for fiscal 2018.
Our winning strategy delivers for our shareholders today, and we’re confident it will continue
to deliver well into the future. Our dynamic yet disciplined approach to growth made
Constellation Brands one of the best performers among S&P 500® consumer staples stocks
for fiscal 2018(1) and our consistent focus on premiumization and category leading innovation
has resulted in our company driving the most growth among TBA competitors(2).

Our growth leadership in the Total Beverage

But we know that nothing stands still. Consumers change. The market changes. The world

Alcohol category is shaped by our unmatched

building our capabilities, leveraging data and advanced analytics, and capitalizing on our

vision, strategy and portfolio of brands.

around us evolves. So we’re never complacent. We’re continuously sharpening our focus and
entrepreneurial culture. The results? Synergies across our portfolio, accelerated innovation,
and advancement of our growth leadership position.

Our momentum is driven by our culture of

We’ve built organizational agility to challenge the status quo, and we’re making bold,

innovation, our operational excellence and

opportunity. And we’ve developed the expertise, capacity, and technology necessary to

the commitment of our employees.

meaningful investments to gain first-mover advantage where we see potential market
enhance our operations, facilitate and expedite our product development, and support our
retail and distributor partners in a relentless drive to grow our business.

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS: This company profile may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the “safe harbor” provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements which are not historical facts and relate to future
plans, events or performance are forward-looking statements that are based on management’s current expectations and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking
statements, including but not limited to future global economic conditions; market conditions; regulatory conditions; unanticipated environmental liabilities and costs; changes to international trade agreements or tariffs; timing of accounting elections or assertions or changes in
accounting elections, assertions, or standards; changes in tax laws, tax rates, interest rates and foreign exchange rates; the actions of competitors; consumer preferences; operating and financial risks related to managing growth; the amount and timing of future dividends;
the amount, timing and source of funds of any share repurchases; the accuracy of projections associated with previously announced acquisitions, investments and divestitures; beer operations expansion and construction activities take place on expected scope, terms, costs
and timetables; the accuracy of supply projections, including those relating to beer operations expansion and construction activities, glass sourcing, and raw materials and water supply expectations; receipt of any necessary regulatory approvals; and accuracy of forecasts
relating to joint venture businesses. Many of these factors are beyond the control of the Company. Any projections of future results of operations should not be construed in any manner as a guarantee that such results will in fact occur. More detailed information regarding
risk factors is included in company filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The Company does not undertake to update any of these forward looking statements.
USE OF NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES AND CAUTION REGARDING OUTDATED MATERIAL: This company profile may contain non-GAAP financial measures. These measures, the purposes for which management uses them, why management believes they are useful to
investors and a reconciliation to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measures can be found in the appendix of the most recent investor presentation on our website at https://www.cbrands.com/investors/events. All references to profit measures and earnings per share
on a comparable basis exclude items that affect comparability. Non-GAAP financial measures are also referred to as being presented on a comparable, organic or constant currency basis. Unless otherwise indicated, the information presented is as of May 25, 2018. Thereafter, it
should be considered historical and not subject to further update by the Company.

(1) Bloomberg; Total Shareholder Return (TSR) based on closing price as of 2/28/2017 to 2/28/2018, assuming reinvestment of dividends
(2) IRI and NABCA Channels, 2017
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We want to thank our almost 10,000 employees for their stellar contributions to our success,
and for once again demonstrating such outstanding corporate citizenship on behalf of our

S&P 500

company for fiscal 2018. And, we thank you, our shareholders, for your support, confidence
and trust in Constellation Brands.
Momentum: we’re certainly feeling it right now, and we’re working hard to carry it forward.
We know that change is inevitable, and we’re committed to continuously refining and building
an industry-leading product portfolio that hits all the right notes. But in the midst of all that

STOCK PRICE INCREASE (1)
Constellation’s stock price increased 36%,
versus the S&P 500 which grew less
than 20% for fiscal 2018.

change, we never forget that our business is built on one fundamental truth: that people love
to share moments that matter with the people who matter to them. And we’re honored our
brands are part of their lives.
We invite you to explore the interactive profile that follows to learn more about what sets
Constellation Brands apart, and to join us in exploring what comes next.
Cheers.
Richard Sands

Rob Sands

Bill Newlands

Chairman of the Board

Chief Executive Officer

President &
Chief Operating Officer

VIEW BIO

VIEW BIO

42

29

COMPARABLE BASIS
EPS GROWTH (2)

OPERATING
CASH FLOW

Constellation Brands declared quarterly
cash dividend of $0.74 per share Class A
and $0.67 per share Class B common
stock, an increase of approximately 42%.

Constellation Brands reported comparable
basis EPS growth of 29% for fiscal 2018.

Constellation Brands reported record
operating cash flow of more than $1.9 billion
for fiscal 2018.

%

INCREASED
DIVIDEND

%

1.9

$

B

VIEW BIO
(1) Bloomberg; TSR based on closing price as of 2/28/2017 to 2/28/2018, assuming reinvestment of dividends
(2) EPS growth on a reported basis is up 54% over fiscal 2017. The comparable basis EPS growth amount contained herein is a non-GAAP financial measure.
See the reconciliation of this non-GAAP financial measure to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measure in a table following the Form 10-K incorporated in the Annual Report at www.cbrands.com/investors/reporting.
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Constellation Brands is the company behind
the iconic beer, wine and spirits brands that
consumers have loved and celebrated with for
more than 70 years. Driven, smart, passionate
and agile, we’re never content with the status
quo, or with playing it safe. We thrive on
innovation and new ideas, and our deep
understanding of consumer preferences and
their evolving needs has allowed us to stay
at the forefront of consumer trends. It’s one
of the reasons why we’ve been so successful
over the years.
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Elevate life with
every glass raised.

1

#

HIGH-END
BEER COMPANY
IN THE U.S.

Build brands
that people love.

1

#

IN TOTAL BEVERAGE
ALCOHOL GROWTH

WORLD’S LEADING
PREMIUM WINE COMPANY

1

#

IMPORTED VODKA
IN U.S. – SVEDKA

IRI 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018; National Alcohol Beverage Association (NABCA) 12 months ending February 2018; International Wine and Spirit Research (IWSR) as of Calendar year 2017; Company estimates
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ACCOLADES
OUR BUSINESS GOALS

Lead the high-end
U.S. beer market.
Be the leader in premium wine.
Broaden our portfolio of
premium spirits brands.
OUR FINANCIAL GOAL

Diluted earnings per share
(EPS) growth of ~10%.

We’ve come a long way from our humble beginnings
in 1945 as a small upstate New York wine producer
to our current position as a global, best-in-class
Total Beverage Alcohol company. Our rise as a
top-performing Fortune 500® company with
operations around the world can be credited to the
strength and continuity of our visionary leadership
team, our passionate and diverse employees, our
growing portfolio of stellar brands, an unwavering
commitment to responsibility, our dedication to
benefitting the communities in which we live and
work, and our commitment to adding value to our
business partners.
 est Place to Work for LGBTQ Equality
B
Top Score (100 points) on Corporate Equality Index (2017)
 merican Heart Association
A
Gold Workplace Health Achievement Award (2017)
 everage Forum
B
Large Company of the Year (2018, 2017 & 2016)
 everage Forum Recognized CEO Rob Sands as
B
Executive of the Year (2017)
 arvard Business Review Named CEO Rob Sands
H
100 World’s Best Performing CEOs (2017 & 2016)
2017

awards

AND RECOGNITION

COMPANY AWARDS

BEER DIVISION BRAND AWARDS

Named Beverage Forum Large Company of the Year

Corona Extra Named to “Best Global Brands”
List by Interbrand

Constellation Brands, the only company to receive this
award two years in a row (2016 and 2017), was recognized by
The Beverage Forum at their 2017 conference. The award
recognizes organizations that stand out and have risen to meet
the opportunities and challenges within the beverage space.

Best Place to Work for LGBTQ Equality
Constellation Brands received a top score of 100 points on
the 2018 Corporate Equality Index (CEI) and was named a
Best Place to Work for LGBTQ Equality for its efforts in diversity
and inclusion in operations, hiring, benefits, training, and
community outreach.

Newsweek Green Rankings
Constellation ranked #171 out of 500 U.S. companies on
Newsweek Green Rankings, one of the most recognized
environmental performance assessments of the world’s
largest publicly traded companies.

Fortune 500® and Fortune Magazine
“World’s Most Admired Companies”
Constellation Brands was #408 in the Fortune 500® ranking
of largest companies in the U.S. by revenue and was rated by
executives, directors, and analysts as one of Fortune magazine’s
“World’s Most Admired Companies.”

On a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) over the medium term

LEARN MORE ABOUT
OUR ACCOLADES

Corona Extra,® the #1 imported beer in the U.S., has been
recognized as a Best Global Brand by Interbrand. The 18th annual
report analyzes the value of brands and how they help grow
business—from delivering on customer expectations to driving
economic value.

Impact Hot Brand Awards
Constellation Brands won six Hot Brand Awards from Impact
magazine for calendar year 2016: Corona Extra, Modelo Especial,
Corona Light, Pacifico, Modelo Especial Chelada, and Ballast
Point Sculpin IPA.

Pacifico Receives Beer Brand of the Year Award
from Market Watch Magazine
Coming off a stellar 2016, Market Watch magazine has recognized
Pacifico as 2017’s Beer Brand of the Year. Pacifico was recognized
with this coveted award as a result of its success in 2016 and the
extremely promising future for the brand.

Modelo Chelada Wins Breakthrough
Innovation Award
Modelo Chelada was one of only 18 new consumer packaged
goods out of nearly 4,500 to win the prestigious Nielsen
Breakthrough Innovation Award in 2017.

Executive of the Year and Top “100 World’s
Best-Performing CEOs”

Constellation Wins Large Brewery of the Year
at Brewbound Session 2017

In 2017, President and CEO Rob Sands was recognized as
Executive of the Year by both Market Watch Industry and
Beverage Industry Magazine, as well as one of the top “100
Best-Performing CEOs” by the Harvard Business Review.

Awarded at Brewbound Session 2017, Constellation was
recognized as Large Brewery of the Year for its efforts to
continue growing the high-end beer segment while
simultaneously investing in the craft beer space.

Calendar years as indicated

VISIT SITE

CORONA EXTRA NAMED TO
“BEST GLOBAL BRANDS” LIST (2017)
Corona Extra®, the #1 imported beer in the U.S.,
was recognized as a Best Global Brand by Interbrand.
The report analyzes the value of brands and how they
help grow business — from delivering on customer
expectations to driving economic value.
PLAY VIDEO

IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
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BEER ONLY

7

LEADERSHIP ADVANTAGE

We know that consumers’ drinking preferences have changed, and that the lines
are blurring across beer, wine and spirits. Today, more than half of consumers
drink across all three categories, and no company is better positioned to win
across TBA than Constellation Brands.
We also know that consumers now spend more on their average alcohol purchases
than in the past. They demand the enhanced experience that premium brands
deliver and are willing to pay for high quality products. As a leader in premium
brands, that’s important for us, and for our distributors and retailers. And it’s
the reason why we continue to invest in select high-end, high-growth brand
acquisitions and product innovations.

%

DRINK A L L

54 %
S PIRITS ONLY

2%

W INE ONLY

4%

TBA CONSUMERS
SHARE OF DOLLARS
In the mid-1990s, 71% of 21-29 year olds consumed beer, and didn’t drink across categories
much. Times have changed! More than half of TBA dollar sales come from consumers who
drink across all three categories (beer, wine and spirits).

HIGH-END BRANDS ACCOUNTED FOR A
MAJORITY OF ON-PREMISE BEER DOLLAR
SALES IN 2012 AND ARE EXPECTED TO
ACCOUNT FOR A MAJORITY OF ON-PREMISE
AND OFF-PREMISE BEER DOLLAR SALES
IN LATE 2019.
PLAY VIDEO

IRI Household Panel, Total U.S. All outlets, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
IRI Household Panel, Total U.S. All Outlets, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
Gallup Poll 2013
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As the multi-category leader in TBA and the primary
driver of growth for the beer category, we have a
clear vision for where the beer industry is going—
to the high-end—and how best to capitalize on that
future. There’s been a lot of noise but not a lot
of action to address this change in consumer
preferences, and we’re determined to be the catalyst
for change in the industry.

3 CATE G O RIE S

$

1,494

Our position as a leading TBA provider allows us
to bring unique insights to our distributors and
retailers that help them understand how consumers
shop and purchase across all three categories (beer,
wine and spirits). We established our National Sales
Organization in 2018 to help share these unique
insights with retailers and to develop merchandising
strategies that align with consumers’ evolving
preferences. By allocating more space for growing
brands, and organizing products in ways that make it
easier for consumers to find what they’re looking for
and that allow for trade up opportunities, retailers can
more fully maximize growth and profitability.

2 CATE G O R I E S

$

655

1 CAT E G O R Y

$

246

TBA CONSUMERS
DOLLARS PER BUYER
Consumers who drink across all three categories spend
more than six times the amount over just one category.

KIM CRAWFORD CONTINUES TO BE A LEADING
DRIVER OF GROWTH FOR OUR WINE PORTFOLIO
WITH 19% SALES GROWTH VERSES PRIOR YEAR.

SVEDKA, THE LEADING IMPORTED VODKA
BRAND, CONTINUES TO SUPPORT A STRONG
PRODUCT INNOVATION PIPELINE THAT IS
ATTRACTING NEW CONSUMERS TO OUR
EXCITING PORTFOLIO.

PLAY VIDEO

PLAY VIDEO

IRI Household Panel, Total U.S. All Outlets, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018

Constellation Brands Beer Industry Outlook 2018
IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
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FINANCIAL STRENGTH

Our financial results are strong and we
believe our growth prospects have
never been brighter. For the last few
years, we’ve outperformed our peers in
the Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG)
space in both sales and EBIT growth,
and in fiscal 2018 we generated record
operating cash flow and comparable
EPS growth of almost 30%. In order to
sustain our industry-leading results
and continue to deliver exceptional
shareholder value, we’re relentless at
driving top line growth, while achieving
commercial, operational and financial
excellence across our business. We
always look for ways to strengthen
cash flow, improve return on invested
capital and create internal efficiencies.

10

%

OUR FINANCIAL GOAL:
DILUTED EPS GROWTH OF
APPROXIMATELY 10% OVER
THE MEDIUM TERM.

The following are just a few of the
important initiatives underway:
 aunched Fit for Growth, a multi-year
L
initiative, designed to help us better link
our business strategy to execution by
reallocating resources to our most
critical growth opportunities.
 reating an integrated and enterpriseC
wide technology platform that will help
drive efficiencies and sustainable, bestin-class processes.
 aking advantage of the benefits of tax
T
reform to enhance our ability to invest
in future growth initiatives.

42

%

WE’RE SUPPORTING AN
APPROXIMATELY 42%
DIVIDEND INCREASE AND
AN ENHANCEMENT TO OUR
DIVIDEND PAYOUT RATIO.

Per Goldman median estimates fiscal 2015 to fiscal 2017 CAGR, select CPG companies include Avon, Brown-Forman, Church & Dwight, Clorox, Coca-Cola, Colgate-Palmolive, Danone, Diageo, Energizer, Estee Lauder, Flowers Foods, Heineken,
Hershey, Mondelez, Monster, P&G, Pepsi, Pinnacle Foods, The Boston Beer Company, Treehouse Foods, Unilever, WD-40
EPS growth on a reported basis is up 54% over fiscal 2017. The comparable basis EPS growth amount contained herein is a non-GAAP financial measure.
See the reconciliation of this non-GAAP financial measure to the most directly comparable GAAP financial measure in a table following the Form 10-K incorporated in the Annual Report at www.cbrands.com/investors/reporting.

“We believe we’re well positioned to 
continue to deliver best-in-class top 
line growth over the long term. Our 
fiscal 2018 results, along with the
growth-focused investments we are
making for fiscal 2019, demonstrates 
our commitment to creating 
shareholder value.”
DAVID KLEIN

EXPANDING OUR CAPACITY

Chief Financial Officer

We’re investing in beer production capabilities, including the
expansion of capacity at our Nava and Obregon facilities, and the
construction of a new state-of-the-art facility in Mexicali.

VIEW BIO

PLAY VIDEO
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GROWTH THROUGH PREMIUMIZATION AND SCALE

Today, consumers are looking for high-end brands. We continue to premiumize
our portfolio to provide consumers with high quality, great tasting brands that
align with their changing preferences. We’re expanding our portfolio of Mexican
beer imports as well as our craft beer offering with well-respected brands
such as Ballast Point and Funky Buddha. We’ve also added high-growth,
high-margin, high-quality wines and spirits including The Prisoner and Charles
Smith portfolios, and High West whiskeys, and continue to scale these brands
with our strong distribution network.
TRU Estates & Vineyards, our reimagined Fine Wine Division, delivers the
differentiated approach required to win luxury customers, while reflecting the
values of quality, integrity and customer focus at the heart of Constellation
Brands. TRU is built around an independent, world-class selling team that’s
trained by our Academy of Wine and Masters of Wine experts and supported
by our portfolio of luxury wine brands such as Schrader, The Prisoner, Robert
Mondavi and Champagne Palmer, as well as increased investments in marketing
and creative activations.

23

+

IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018

%

THE PRISONER
PORTFOLIO
SALES GROWTH
VERSUS
PRIOR YEAR

102

+

%

CHARLES
SMITH
PORTFOLIO
SALES GROWTH
VERSUS
PRIOR YEAR

85

+

%

VIEW SITE

HIGH WEST
PORTFOLIO
SALES GROWTH
VERSUS
PRIOR YEAR
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BEER

W INE

S PIRITS

PREMIUM+

HIGH-END

HIGH-END

+

7%
+

+

6%

CATEGORY

+

6%

CATEGORY

3%

+

3%

CATEGORY

+

2%

.5%

_
_

1%

OTHER

OTHER

_

2%

OTHER

CASA MODELO AND THE TRIO OF BRANDS WHICH INCLUDES MODELO
ESPECIAL, NEGRA AND CHELADA HAS BEEN AN AMAZING GROWTH
ENGINE FOR CONSTELLATION BRANDS AND THE #1 SOURCE OF
GROWTH IN THE U.S. BEER CATEGORY FOR THE PAST DECADE. WE
BELIEVE THERE IS STILL ROOM TO GROW THROUGH NEW OFFERINGS
AND GAINS IN DISTRIBUTION.

Beer Marketer’s Insights, through Calendar year 2017

THE FIRST NEW CORONA BEER
IN OVER 25 YEARS EXTENDS THE
STRONG EQUITY OF THE CORONA
BRAND TO A PREMIUM LOW CARB
LIGHT BEER EXPERIENCE.

PREMIUM SEGMENT
GROWTH BY CATEGORY
Premiumization across beer, wine and spirits
is driving growth of total beverage alcohol.

IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018; High-End beer segmentation defined as brands with an average case price of $25 or higher;
Premium + Wine segmentation corresponds with IRI price segmentation; Spirits segmentation based on company estimates

16

+

%

MEIOMI
SALES GROWTH
VERSUS
PRIOR YEAR
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CONSUMER INSIGHTS DRIVE GROWTH

We’re passionate about knowing what consumers want. As the TBA growth
leader with a portfolio that crosses beer, wine and spirits, we have a unique
line of sight into how people consume alcohol today, and we use these insights
to guide our approach to brand building and innovation.
One thing is certain: the world around us is evolving, and demographics are
in our favor. Our portfolio of high-end beer, wine and spirits fits perfectly
with the preferences of the fastest growing consumers of alcohol in the U.S.:
Hispanics, Millennials (born between 1981 and 1996) and the rapidly rising
Generation Z (Gen Z - born after 1996).
The Hispanic community continues to be one of the nation’s fastest growing.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, by 2025 nearly 46 million Hispanics
will be of drinking age in the U.S. They will represent 1 in 5 legal drinking
age (LDA) adults. Not only are Hispanics coming of legal drinking age, but
their purchasing power is also increasing, with the largest share of total
expenditures growth from 2007-2017 attributable to them. That’s great news
for us because Hispanics have been responsible for nearly half of the growth
in TBA since 2010. It’s estimated that approximately 40% of the people who
consume our beer brands are Hispanic.

Latinum Population Dynamics Model 2016
Nielsen Expanded Hispanic Panel, 52 weeks ending December 31, 2016
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Current Population survey, 2016
Consumer Expenditure Survey Data and Collage Group Projections, 2007-2017

46

M

ACCORDING TO THE U.S. CENSUS
BUREAU, BY 2025 NEARLY 46 MILLION
HISPANICS WILL BE OF DRINKING AGE
IN THE U.S., AND WILL REPRESENT
1 IN 5 LEGAL DRINKING AGE ADULTS.

40

%

APPROXIMATELY 40% OF THE
PEOPLE WHO CONSUME OUR
BEER BRANDS ARE HISPANIC
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Millennials and LDA Gen Z are entering the category with a preference for
high-end beverages, as opposed to prior generations that entered at the
low-end. They’re redefining ‘luxury’ and looking for brands that offer authentic
experiences that connect them to a unique story or heritage. Millennials are
also drinking across categories more than other generations.
Unlike previous generations at this age, they’re adopting wine and spirits at a
notably faster pace and drinking more premium wine, driving many of the evolving
preferences and tastes we see in the marketplace. We’re continuing to drive
growth by offering premium brands that meet consumers where they are—with
convenience, flavors and taste trends like rosé, red blends, light whites and
sparkling wines.
Focusing on the consumer is a key part of our winning recipe. Knowing the
consumer who drinks across all categories—and who prefers high-end beer,
wine and spirits—helps us make the right portfolio investments. And that depth
of knowledge helps us ensure that our sales organization is configured to fully
leverage our TBA leadership position and deliver shopper-centric plans that
drive growth.
MILLENNIALS ARE ENTERING THE CATEGORY AT THE
HIGH-END AND ARE LOOKING FOR BRANDS THAT OFFER
AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCES THAT CONNECT THEM TO A
UNIQUE STORY OR HERITAGE.

The Sound, Early Stage Drinker, 2016
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Our long-term business success depends on
us knowing what consumers want now, and
on anticipating what they’ll want next. We’re
building brands by investing in consumer
insights, innovation and marketing – with a
focus on enhancing our best-in-class portfolio
of high-end beer, wine and spirits brands. We
see real opportunity on the horizon, and we’re
positioned for continued high performance.
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Brand Building
Brand building helps us sustain profitable growth,
create shareholder value and maintain our industry
leadership. We’re constantly looking for flavors and
tastes that consumers demand, working to develop
packaging that attracts attention and preserves the
quality of our products, and creating experiences that
surprise and delight our consumers and bring our
brands to life. The result is a dynamic and in-demand
product pipeline that’s based on a depth of knowledge
and a level of innovative thinking and brand savvy
that’s unmatched in our industry.
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“The introduction and early 
success of Cooper & Thief 
sauvignon blanc aged in our
Casa Noble tequila barrels, 
really showcases our TBA 
advantage. Our ability to identify 
cross-category opportunities
that meet consumer preferences
and quickly bring them to 
life is a real market win for 
our business.”

Cross-Category Innovation
TBA leadership definitely gives us certain advantages
when it comes to innovation across categories. New
concepts born of our vast experience in beer, wine and
spirits have led to an incredible variety of new flavors and
tastes that push the boundaries, expand our premium
offerings, and meet evolving consumer preferences.
COOPER & THIEF

CHRIS STENZEL

BALLAST POINT

We introduced this new, super luxury barrel-aged
red wine blend that challenges tradition and meets
consumers changing tastes with adventurous
cross-category flavors.

President, Wine & Spirits Division

Extending the authentic craft equity
of Ballast Point, and to encourage
fans of the brand to take a journey
through its portfolio, we developed
the higher-end “explorer series”
beers such as a High West whiskey
barrel-aged version of Victory at Sea.

VISIT SITE

VIEW BIO

PLAY VIDEO
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WESTERN STANDARD BEER

BLACK BOX SPIRITS

SVEDKA SPIKED PREMIUM SELTZER

From the makers of High West whiskey,
this offering is a new American Beer for
a new generation of drinkers – the first
sessionable, barrel-aged beer rooted in
the American West.

Innovation comes in many forms, in this case, an exciting
new line of boxed liquor including whiskey, tequila and
vodka that builds on our success with Black Box wines.

These new seltzers leverage the high brand awareness of the #1
imported vodka and are helping Constellation capture incremental
share in the growing alternative beverage alcohol category.

Test market product

VISIT SITE

VISIT SITE

Test market product
IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
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New Products and Brand Extensions
Consumers love their favorites, but they’re
also open to new tastes and new experiences
within the comfort of a trusted brand family.
The core strengths of our iconic brands offer
us a powerful advantage when it comes to
introducing new products to consumers.
CORONA REFRESCA

CORONA PREMIER

CORONA FAMILIAR

Corona Refresca, an alternative beverage alcohol product,
leverages a strong brand equity coupled with new flavors and
taste profile to introduce consumers to this leading brand.

The first new Corona beer in over 25 years
features a premium low carb light beer experience.

The Corona brand family continues to be
a powerhouse for growth for Constellation
Brands. Corona Familiar is helping support
the growth momentum of this brand family
as the #3 high-end share gainer.

PLAY VIDEO

VISIT SITE

Test market product

IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
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SPOKEN BARREL
CABERNET SAUVIGNON AND MERITAGE
A refined wine that adds breadth and a Washington State
pedigree to our growing portfolio of premium wines.
PLAY VIDEO
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MEIOMI ROSÉ

7 MOONS RED BLEND

From the makers of Meiomi Pinot Noir, the #1 Pinot Noir in dollar sales across
all price points, this new offering takes the strong equity of our growing Meiomi
brand and puts it squarely on trend with a Rosé offering.

This rising star is the fastest growing red
blend in the largest varietal category in the
premium segment.

PLAY VIDEO

IRI, 52 weeks ending February 25, 2018
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Chicago

Brand Experiences
Strong brands live in the hearts and minds
of consumers because they’re part of the
fabric of their lives: they’re there for the
times that matter. We’re committed to
creating and supporting the experiences
that our consumers love.

Calendar year as indicated

Chicago

MAYWEATHER VS. MCGREGOR

2018 X GAMES

TASTING ROOMS

HALLOWEEN PARTY

Corona Extra stepped into the ring as the Official
Beer Sponsor of Mayweather vs. McGregor, one of
the most anticipated fights in boxing history (2017).

Building off the brand’s momentum as one of
the hottest brands in the beer category, Pacifico
continues its sponsorship of the X Games
Minneapolis (2018 and 2017). Pacifico will be
the official beer partner of the X-Games, providing
national exposure and awareness for the brand
during the peak summer selling season.

Ballast Point Tasting Room & Kitchen opened
the brewery’s first Midwest operation in Chicago
(2018) and unveiled plans for the Downtown
Disney® District at the Disneyland® Resort in
Anaheim (opening late 2018).

Heidi Klum, held her 18th annual Halloween
Party in New York City with SVEDKA Vodka.
The most-anticipated Halloween event was
held at Magic Hour Rooftop Bar & Lounge at
MOXY Times Square which transformed the
space into a haunted graveyard (2017).
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“We have consumer-preferred,
high-end beer brands and
strong industry partnerships.
We also shine at brand 
building. Our marketing 
teams continue to create 
innovative experiences that
resonate with consumers.”
WALKING DEAD

2018 KENTUCKY DERBY

PAUL HETTERICH

Ravage partnered with The Walking
Dead actor Norman Reedus to appear
at New York Comic Con’s official after
party, Heroes After Dark (2017).

Corona Extra brought the Fiesta to Churchill Downs
with a Kentucky Derby sponsorship deal. Kentucky
Derby infield fans were invited to celebrate with
Corona Extra as the most exciting two minutes in
sports coincided with Cinco de Mayo.

President, Beer Division

Calendar year as indicated

VIEW BIO

MARGRIT MONDAVI SUMMER
CONCERT SERIES
For nearly five decades, Robert Mondavi Winery has
hosted legendary artists such as Ella Fitzgerald, Tony
Bennett, Chris Botti and more, for our concert series.
From the beginning, the concerts have been a charitable
endeavor supporting music in the local community.

UFC

HORNS UP. LIMES IN.

Modelo Especial partnered with UFC
heavyweight champion Stipe Miocic,
marking the beer brand’s first partnership
with a UFC® fighter and the first event in
Modelo Especial’s new multi-year official
U.S. UFC® sponsorship.
®

PLAY VIDEO

Corona Extra and Texas Athletics
collaborated to make the nation’s
#1 imported beer an Official Sponsor
of The Texas Longhorns’ football,
basketball and baseball programs (2017).
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Operational Excellence & Efficiency
As we continue to generate exceptional growth, we’re
expanding our capacity to produce outstanding quality
products cost-effectively, while we stay ahead of
consumer demand. This means we’re continuously
driving efficiencies into our current operations while
planning and building for the future.
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NAVA AND OBREGON

MEXICALI FACILITY

NAVA R&D FACILITY

OPTIMIZING GRAPE YIELDS

We completed expansion phases at Nava and Obregon breweries,
which collectively now provide 31 million hectoliters of brewing
capacity for our fast-growing beer business.

Construction continues on our state-of-the-art
brewery in Mexicali, Mexico.

Constellation’s new R&D Tech Center at our Nava
Brewery increases capabilities for innovation. Corona
Premier, Corona’s first national line extension in over
25 years was developed in the R&D lab.

With more than 20,000 acres of vineyards, we’re focused on efficiently and
sustainably growing the best quality grapes for our award-winning wines. From
improving our grape yields to looking for opportunities to blend grapes, we’re
continuously streamlining and optimizing our supplies, a model that allows us to
deliver more of the high-quality wines consumers have come to expect and love.
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Expanding Our Opportunities
The world never stands still, and neither do we. As
consumer preferences and demands evolve, we’re
always looking for ways to meet new opportunities
head on. Whether that’s entering a completely new
market, bolstering our presence in existing areas,
or finding new ways to make stronger and more
meaningful connections with consumers, we’re
always looking forward.
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Momentum in an Emerging Market
Capturing first-mover advantage in the highpotential legal cannabis market, we’ve made
a strategic investment (initial 9.9% ownership
interest) in Canopy Growth Corporation, a
leader in Canada’s medical cannabis market.
We’re working collaboratively with Canopy
to understand the legal consumer cannabis
business, and we’re excited about the potential
opportunity to bring groundbreaking cannabis
beverage products to market, where legal.
As more and more countries pass legislation
that legalizes marijuana, we’ll be in a strong
leadership position with a well-established and
respected partner.

“One of the hallmarks of our success
has been identifying early stage 
consumer trends and taking action.
We look to capture first-mover 
advantage wherever possible.”
PLAY VIDEO

B ILL NEWLANDS
President & Chief Operating Officer
VIEW BIO
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Mergers and Acquisitions
When it comes to our acquisition strategy,
we look for consumer-preferred, high-growth,
high-margin brands that will enhance our
already robust portfolio and accelerate our
growth. We add brands and products that
address consumer preferences, such as
convenience, flavors and taste trends.
And we’ve seen the positive results from
our acquisitions. Several have experienced
double-digit growth in just one year.
SCHRADER CELLARS

FUNKY BUDDHA

The ownership of this highly-coveted, critically acclaimed wine
portfolio was entrusted to Constellation Brands in fiscal 2018.
The collection joined Constellation’s newly established fine wine
organization, TRU Estates and Vineyards - a team specialized in
servicing luxury wine consumers and customers.

This fast-growing, Florida-based craft beer producer was acquired as part of our
High-End Craft and Specialty business. Adding this fantastic regional craft brand to
our portfolio advanced our strategy in continuing to lead the high-end.

VISIT SITE

VISIT SITE
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Constellation Ventures
Focused on identifying and investing in early
stage brands and technologies that resonate
with consumers, Constellation Ventures seeks
out companies that have high-growth potential
brands, a proven record of accomplishment,
and who want to grow their businesses
beyond their current markets. This collaborative
approach positions us well as we continue to
shape and grow the TBA industry through
exciting new offerings.
THE REAL MCCOY

COPPER & KINGS

NELSON’S GREEN BRIER

This classic style Barbados rum, our first rum investment, is artisan
crafted in small batches, with no added sugars, flavor or perfumes
and authentically aged in American oak bourbon barrels.

Copper & Kings is a high-end American Craft Brandy based outside of
Louisville, Kentucky. Using traditional copper pot-distillation to forge
untraditional craft-distilled, pure pot-still brandies, Copper & Kings
offers a natural American Brandy experience that consumers love.

Nelson brothers Andy and Charlie sell their award-winning Belle Meade
Bourbon, limited edition Belle Meade Bourbon Cask Finish series, and
Belle Meade Bourbon Cask-Strength Single Barrel, and are currently
aging whiskey for their Nelson’s Green Brier Tennessee Whiskey based
on the original family recipe in Nashville, TN.

PLAY VIDEO

PLAY VIDEO
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Capturing New Opportunity
with E-Commerce
Today’s consumers don’t just shop across beer,
wine and spirits, they seamlessly shop across
channels—in-store, online and mobile. We have
a dedicated team that works closely with our
partners to enhance the digital store and digital
shelf experience to better reflect our brands
and consumer preferences. We have unique
access to data and insights that help maximize
consumer conversions online and in-store
across segments and categories, and we’re
already seeing the results of our e-Commerce
strategy across our portfolio.

Nielsen Digital Shopper Fundamentals Survey, 2017
Nielsen and the Food Marketing Institute Digitally Engaged Food Shopper, 2016

50

~

%

OF AMERICANS
REPORTED BUYING
FAST-MOVING
CONSUMER
GOODS ONLINE
IN CALENDAR
YEAR 2017.

70 - 80

%

OF FOOD SHOPPERS
EXPECT TO BUY
ONLINE IN FIVE TO
SEVEN YEARS.
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We’re passionate producers and promoters of
some of the world’s most popular beer, wine
and spirit brands. We believe Constellation is a
place where people can elevate themselves and
others to new heights, to achieve great things
now and in the future. We’re driven by a desire
to succeed, and we share an enthusiasm for
combining an entrepreneurial and collaborative
spirit with a customer focus to deliver quality
products with integrity. We respect and celebrate
the individuality, differences and uniqueness
of our people, and foster a work culture that
encourages employees to make their mark on
the business.
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“Our teams are our family; their 
contributions are the bedrock of our
success and the reason we are who we
are today. When we help our people
grow, our company grows, and we can
continuously do more for not only our
colleagues, but also our communities,
shareholders and customers.”
KRIS CAREY

TOM KANE

JEFF CRANK

JON FOSTER

SVP, General Counsel - Beer Division

Chief Human Resources Officer

Grower Relations Manager

GM Sales Australia

“We work hard, and we take time to celebrate our
achievements, but we do both as a team. This is
truly one of the most collaborative groups of people
I’ve ever had the privilege of working with.”
LEARN MORE

VIEW BIO

“This company has reinforced my belief that people are our greatest asset.
Not just in terms of achieving our business objective, but also when it comes
to our greater social responsibility.”
LEARN MORE

“Our business success has enabled us to reinvest in our
local communities and support a range of charities.”
LEARN MORE
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MIRYAM CHAE

PETER MARKS

CHELSIE WILCOX

ERUBIEL CLARA

Director, Direct to Consumer

VP, Sales Content and Master of Wine

Senior Talent Development Specialist

Cellar Supervisor

“Constellation Brands makes it easy [to be involved] by promoting
our responsibility to our community, and giving back through
involvement or monetary matching donation programs.”
LEARN MORE

“My family and friends love that I work for Constellation Brands
because I get to share our great products with them all the
time. As far as my friends are concerned, I think many of them
are envious - I mean, who wouldn’t want to work here!”

“It is rewarding to work for a company that not only delivers quality
products to their customers, but really strives to make an impact
outside the organization with our social responsibility programs.”

LEARN MORE

“Constellation Brands supports its employees giving back to their communities.
For me, that means taking time off work in order to volunteer...Since Constellation
supports my volunteering, it means that my company is also helping my community
- and I find that immensely rewarding.”
LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE
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Good corporate citizenship is part of our DNA
because it’s simply the right thing to do. It’s
good for the communities we live and work in,
and it’s crucial to building a strong business,
successful brands, employee engagement and
value for our shareholders.
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Giving Back
We’re committed to giving back to the communities
we call home. We’re proud of our employees’ passion
and honored to support them as they give back to the
causes we all care about most. Our three main global
initiatives—Nourishing Neighbors, Community Giving,
and our Employee Match Program—are complemented
by the many activities our employees champion at the
local, regional, and brand level.
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NOURISHING NEIGHBORS
Through our Nourishing Neighbors program,
we provide employees with paid time off so
they can volunteer and help the fight against
hunger in their communities. In fiscal year
2018, to celebrate our fourth annual Nourishing
Neighbors initiative and to provide our employee
volunteers greater flexibility, we expanded the
program from one week to a full month.
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50

K+

POUNDS
OF FOOD
COLLECTED

1,100

EMPLOYEES
VOLUNTEERED
IN FISCAL
2018

EMPLOYEE MATCH
The Employee Match program doubles the positive impact employees have on causes that are near
to their hearts by matching their contributions to the eligible charity of their choice once per year.
In calendar year 2017, more than 1,000 employees participated in the program, and as a result we
donated $1 million—our largest contribution yet—to over 1,000 not-for-profit organizations. Since 2011,
Constellation Brands and its employees have donated over $3.5M to organizations around the world.

1.1

$

M

DONATIONS FROM
EMPLOYEES AND
CONSTELLATION
BRANDS IN
FISCAL 2018
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DISASTER RELIEF
From wildfires, to earthquakes to floods, the last few years have been difficult for many communities
around the world. During times of need, Constellation Brands and our employees have always taken a
leadership role to help with immediate needs and recovery. The Constellation Brands Disaster Relief Fund
makes it easy for employees to contribute to relief efforts and support victims when a natural disaster
strikes. The company also contributes directly and augments the fund with a 2:1 employee match program.
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1

$ M

DONATED TO
RELIEF EFFORTS
IN FISCAL 2018
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COMMUNITY GIVING
Our community giving efforts focus on arts and
culture, healthcare, and education. These areas
are important to our company and our employees
and we support organizations around the world
with monetary and product support.
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100,000

+

BOTTLES OF BEER,
WINE AND SPIRITS
DONATED TO CHARITABLE
EVENTS IN FISCAL 2018

4.5

$

M

DONATED IN FISCAL
2018 THROUGH OUR
CORPORATE
COMMUNITY
GIVING PROGRAM.

1,400

Total includes monetary, in-kind, and pro-bono donations made through our corporate community giving program, not donations made by our divisions or brands
Total includes not-for-profits donated to as a part of our Community Giving program and Employee Match program

+

NOT-FOR-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS
SUPPORTED
WORLDWIDE IN
FISCAL 2018
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Sustainability
The environment is critical to our long-term growth
and success as a business, and to the health and wellbeing of the communities in which we all live and work.
From improved efficiency in water and wastewater to
solar energy, biodiversity and restoration projects, we’re
always looking for ways to improve our stewardship and
use of resources while continuing to efficiently produce
the highest quality products.
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SONOMA COUNTY SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM
Clos du Bois, SIMI and Dunnewood wineries completed a six-month Sonoma County sustainability program,
which resulted in a customized five-year sustainability action plan focused on more than 20 environmental
initiatives including energy efficiency, resource savings and employee engagement. We estimate that these
initiatives will save more than 300,000 kWh and 200 metric tonnes CO2E.
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MANY OF OUR INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTION
FACILITIES AND WINERIES HOLD A WIDE
RANGE OF CERTIFICATIONS.
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RIVER RESTORATION PROJECT
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1.8

Our Napa Valley Vineyard Operations team collaborated with the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), the Napa County Flood Control Agency and other partners
on a nine-mile Napa River Restoration project that benefits wildlife and promotes
biodiversity, increases water quality within the restoration zone and improves flood control.

REDIRECTED 1.8 MILES OF OUR
FRANCISCAN OAKVILLE ESTATE
AND WAPPO HILL VINEYARD
ACRES FOR RIVER CHANNEL
WIDENING AS A PART OF THE
PROJECT EFFORTS.

NAVA BREWERY

CONNECT THE DROPS CAMPAIGN

Our energy efficient brewery in Nava, Mexico increased water reuse 35 percent
in fiscal 2018, an improvement from last year’s water usage. The brewery uses
its onsite water treatment process to recycle and reuse water.

In fiscal 2018, we continued to our work with Ceres’ Connect the Drops
Campaign to further responsible water use. We hosted a group of Ceres
members on a tour of our Robert Mondavi Winery to share best practices
and how we minimize our water use in California.
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FY17 WATER INTENSITY
(Liters of water withdrawals per liter of product produced)
FY17

WINE

4.34

GLOBAL GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSIONS

176

Carbon Intensity Metric Scope 1 and 2 (Metric Tonnes
CO2e/Million Liters of Product Sold)

165

Industry Average

2.78(1)

Water Withdrawals

Wine Produced

137

135

139

2,235,000,000 L

82.6

515,465,955 L
FY17

BEER

3.19

FY 17 TOTAL WATER DIVERSION RATE
FOR PRODUCTION FACILITIES GLOBALLY

50,355

Industry Average

3.53(1)

Water Withdrawals

Beer Produced

5,340,000,000 L

1,673,000,000 L
FY17

5.5

SPIRITS

YEAR
FY16

FY15

FY14

FY13

FY12

1,659M

1,536M

1,423M

694M

207,354

194,518

122,018

39.04

690M
Water Withdrawals

METRIC TONNES CO2E
230,842

22.48

M+

Industry Average

LITERS PRODUCT SOLD

114,063

318,000,000 L

CARBON FOOTPRINT

WATER INTENSITY

In fiscal 2017, we were named to the Carbon Disclosure
Project Management Index for our work to effectively
reduce emissions.

Water is essential to the production of
our brands and vital to our markets,
consumers, and local communities.

Beverage Industry Environmental Roundtable’s 2016 Water and Energy Use Benchmarking Study
Only represents spirits facilities under our operational control
Only winery water withdrawals used; no vineyard irrigation water data included

(1)

A

%

KWH OF SOLAR ENERGY
GENERATED IN FY17

Spirits Produced

14,143,045 L
CARBON DISCLOSURE
PROJECT: GRADED B
FOR CLIMATE CHANGE
AND AN A- FOR WATER.

99.1%
FY17 WASTE
DIVERSION FOR THE
NAVA BREWERY

FY17 METRIC TONS OF
LANDFILL MATERIAL GENERATED

239,554
FY17 METRIC TONS OF MATERIAL
RECYCLED, COMPOSTED OR DIVERTED

93.0%
FY17 WASTE DIVERSION
FOR RUFFINO
WINE OPERATIONS

SOLAR

WASTE

OPERATION HIGHLIGHTS

Constellation Brands has one of the largest solar
footprints in the U.S. wine industry with approximately
17,000 solar panels at four wineries.

We believe it is important to look at how else
we can use waste – including composting,
recycling and diverting materials.

Constellation Brands’ Mexican
brewery in Nava diverted 99.1% of
waste in fiscal 2017 while its Ruffino
operations diverted 93% of its waste.
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Responsibility
As a TBA leader, we’re 100% committed to producing,
advertising and selling our beer, wine and spirits
brands responsibly. We focus our efforts on educating
our employees and on community outreach.
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1,500
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EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE
HAVE COMPLETED OUR
ONLINE TRAINING PROGRAM,
‘ALCOHOL RESPONSIBILITY:
OUR SHARED COMMITMENT’.

RESPONSIBLE ADVERTISING

ROCK ON RESPONSIBLY

Our Global Code of Responsible Practices for Beverage
Alcohol Advertising and Marketing guides all of our
marketing and advertising to ensure that we market our
brands responsibly and aim our messaging and advertisements at drinking-age consumers. We reinforce the
code through training for employees and agencies.

Constellation Brands Marvin Sands Performing
Arts Center encourages our patrons to enjoy the
show and rock on responsibly by offering designated
drivers a complimentary water as they enter the
venue. Since the program began in 2016, over 3,000
patrons have signed up to be designated drivers.

VISIT SITE

3,635

IN CALENDAR YEAR 2017, SOBERRIDE PROVIDED
3,635 RIDES DURING FIVE KEY HOLIDAYS INCLUDING
ST. PATRICK’S DAY, CINCO DE MAYO, INDEPENDENCE
DAY, HALLOWEEN AND THE YEAR-END HOLIDAYS.
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BRAND PORTFOLIO

SPECIALTIES
BEER
Ballast Point
Corona Extra
Corona Familiar
Corona Light
Corona Premier
Funky Buddha Brewery
Modelo Chelada Especial
Modelo Chelada Tamarindo Picante
Modelo Especial
Modelo Negra
Pacifico
Tocayo
Victoria
SPIRITS
Black Velvet
Casa Noble
High West
Paul Masson
SVEDKA
SPARKLING
Cook’s
J. Roget
Ruffino

Arbor Mist
Cribari Dessert
Manischewitz
Paul Masson Dessert
Richard’s Wild Irish Rose
Taylor Fortified Wines
WINES
New Zealand
Crafters Union
First Pick
Kim Crawford
Monkey Bay
Nobilo
Selaks
V.NO
Wild Grace
Europe
blüfeld
Red Guitar
Rosatello
Ruffino
South America
Diseño

United States
7 Moons
Black Box
Blackstone
Charles Smith Wines
Clos du Bois
Cooper & Thief
Estancia
Franciscan Estate
Hogue Cellars
Mark West
Meiomi
Mount Vedeer Winery
Ravage
Ravenswood
Rex Goliath
Robert Mondavi Private Selection
Robert Mondavi Winery
SAVED
SIMI
The DreamingTree
The Prisoner Wine Company
Toasted Head
Tom Gore Vineyards
Vendange
Wild Horse
Woodbridge by Robert Mondavi

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

CONSTELLATION BRANDS
COMPANY VIDEO
An overview of our great brands, stellar
people and unparalleled growth story.
PLAY VIDEO

This is only a partial list of our brands. For a complete list, please visit cbrands.com

207 High Point Drive, Building 100
Victor, New York 14564
888.724.2169
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